NEW WEN

Studio furniture from ARRAKIS

from the leader in Studio furniture for Radio,

’ACCENT’ line by Arrakis!

Advanced Component Studio Cabinetry for Radio
Contemporary brushed metal and textured panel styling
Brushed aluminum pedestal corners add accents & strength

Metal trimmed rack openings for style and durability
High Pressure laminate table surfaces over 1.25" substrates
Advanced CNC router manufacturing for complex geometries

With the introduction of its new ACCENT line of advanced component studio furniture for radio, Arrakis once again has redefined the standard for
quality and beauty. The metal structure is artfully integrated into the visible design decor of the cabinetry, creating an even more durable and
attractive studio. As the result, ACCENT is a contemporary blend of brushed metals, pleasing colors, and interesting textures. Cabinetry and electronic equipment complement each other in such a way as to create a bold visual environment for talent, guests, and clients alike.
ACCENT is available in standard models as well as custom configurations. The hybrid metal frame & structural panel design combined with Arrakis’
state of the art CNC manufacturing systems easily tailors the final product to fit your exact studio’s size and shape. Simply choose the colors and
textures to match your decor, and let us do the rest.

www. a rra kis -s ys te ms . c om

970-461-0730 (ext 311)

NEW WEN

Studio furniture from ARRAKIS

The highest Quality...
Finished inside and out
All balanced panels, laminated both sides
Durable hard anodized aluminum corners
Close tolerance manufacturing
Modular for ease of expansion & repair

Easily customized...
Custom colors & materials available
Custom table edge trim: oak, metal, more...
Custom table shapes with our CNC router

flexible metal and panel construction

Let Arrakis engineers help you design the studio to
meet your exact requirements. The ACCESS line of
studio furniture is specifically designed to facilitate
custom work.

Matching Tabletop Equipment Rack Pod

In Pedestal Equipment racks
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Innovation by Arrakis...
Arrakis Systems has been a leader in studio furniture products for radio since the late 1970s.
Thousands of studios have been designed, manufactured, and sold by Arrakis Systems. Our studios can be found around the world and in every
size market, from New York to Italy to Tahiti.
Because of its origins in the console market,
Arrakis pioneered the metal post and wood panel
construction found in most high end radio studio
furniture in use today. The internal metal structure dramatically improved manufacturing tolerances and made high quality modularity possible.
Arrakis’ wood products manufacturing facility is
world class, including a large capacity CNC
(computerized numerical control) router for
complex geometries and surfaces.

Call us today...
Standard models & colors are in stock.
... ships pre-assembled or knock down.
... assembles in just a couple of hours.
Call us and let us help!
970.481.0730 (extension 311)
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